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The many body localization (MBL) of spin–1/2 fermions poses a challenging problem. It is known that the
disorder in the charge sector may be insufficient to cause full MBL. Here, we study dynamics of a single hole in
one dimensional t–J model subject to a random magnetic field. We show that strong disorder that couples only
to the spin sector localizes both spin and charge degrees of freedom. Charge localization is confirmed also for
a finite concentration of holes. While we cannot precisely pinpoint the threshold disorder, we conjecture that
there are two distinct transitions. Weaker disorder first causes localization in the spin sector. Carriers become
localized for somewhat stronger disorder, when the spin localization length is of the order of a single lattice
spacing.
PACS numbers: 71.23.-k,71.27.+a, 71.30.+h, 71.10.Fd
Introduction.– The many-body localization (MBL) has
been demonstrated by various numerical [1–11] and analyt-
ical studies [12, 13] carried out mostly for one-dimensional
(1D) systems of spinless particles or equivalent spin-models.
Among unusual properties of MBL we only emphasize the
logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy [14–20], and
the subdiffusive transport in the regime of strong disorder but
still below the MBL transition [21–24].
While MBL is well understood for the simplest Hamilto-
nians, it is essential to recognize the class of more realistic
quantum systems which may host this extraordinary phase.
A challenging question concerns the dynamics of disordered
two-dimensional interacting systems [25–27] and 1D Hamil-
tonians which account for spin [28–33] or lattice degrees of
freedom [34, 35] . Numerical studies of the 1D Hubbard
model [29] suggest that the disorder strength needed for lo-
calization is very large. Other results [28] obtained for the
same model indicate that strong disorder in the charge sector
localizes only charge carriers, while spin excitations remain
delocalized. Similar studies carried out for the t-J model [32]
suggest that localization of theses carriers should be accompa-
nied by localization of the spin degrees of freedom, otherwise
the charge dynamics is subdiffusive up to the longest times ac-
cessible to the numerical calculations. Such expectation may
be supported also by the studies in Refs. [30, 31].
A general problem concerns the dynamics of a multicom-
ponent system in the presence of disorder which couples ex-
clusively to one of its subsystems. There is a quite convinc-
ing evidence that all subsystems [32, 34] or at least some of
them [28] may be delocalized. However, can such system
show complete MBL where all degrees of freedom are local-
ized? In this work we show that it is indeed possible. We
consider a Hamiltonian, which is very similar to that in Ref.
[36], namely, we study one-dimensional t-J model. However,
the disorder is introduced not it the charge sector but in the
spin sector through a random magnetic field [37] breaking the
SU(2) symmetry [38–40]. We show that such disorder may
localize both charge and spin degrees of freedom. We specu-
late also that there may be two localization transitions, one for
spin and the other for charge degrees of freedom.
Model and method. In the first part we investigate 1D t−J
model with a single hole in a random external magnetic field
hi ∈ [−W,W ]
H = −t0
∑
i,σ
c˜†i,σ c˜i+1,σ + c.c.+ J
∑
i
SiSi+1 +
∑
i
hiS
z
i ,
(1)
were c˜i,σ = (1 − ni,−σ)ci,σ is a projected fermion opera-
tor. We perform calculations for various length sizes L and
open boundary conditions. We perform time-evolution using
Lanczos based technique. For most cases we use complete
Hilbert spaces with a fixed total Sz = 0. When computing the
time evolution of the initially localized hole we use the limited
functional Hilbert space (LFS) [41–44]. This method enabled
calculations on larger chains up to a maximal size Lmax = 29,
described in more details in Ref. [45].
We start the time evolution from a Ne´el background, with
the hole located in the middle of the chain. In addition we
compute static expectation values of various physical quan-
tities for eigenstates in the middle of the energy band using
ARPAC Lanczos techniques. We typically take 500 realiza-
tions of the disorder. We measure time in units of [1/t0] and
set t0 = 1. If not specified otherwise, we set also J = 1.
In order to investigate the dynamics of the charge carrier we
calculate the hole density
ρi = 〈ψ|1− ni↑ − ni↓|ψ〉ave, (2)
where 〈〉ave signifies that expectation values have been aver-
aged over different random realizations of hi. We also define
the mean square deviation of the hole distribution [46]
σ2 =
∑
i
i2ρi −
[∑
i
iρi
]2
. (3)
Figure 1(a) shows ρi computed at large time of evolution,
e.g. t = 200. Note that for t = 0, the initial density is ρi =
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Figure 1. a) The hole density ρi at time t = 200 for different values
of W as indicated in the insert. The size of the system was L = 29;
b) extracted charge localization lengths ξc for different system sizes
vs. W . Thin lines represent fits of the form ξc = A/(W −W0)γ .
Insert: fit parameters extrapolated towards 1/L = 0; c) σ2(t) for
short times below the localization transition, W = 2 and 3 showing
diffusive behavior. Thin black dashed straight lines are guides to the
eye. Dashed, dot-dashed and full lines represent systems sizes L =
21, 25, and 29, respectively; d) σ(t) on log(t) scale for W = 5, 7,
and 10 for maximal system size L = 29 using LFS.
δi0. At small W = 2 and 3 results are consistent with the
delocalized state of the hole. In contrast, for W ≥ 5, ρi is
compatible with the localized state, ρi ∼ exp(−|i|/ξc) for
i 6= 0. Extracted charge localization lengths ξc are presented
in Fig. 1(b) for different system sizes L as functions of W .
Functional dependence of ξc(W ) can be well fitted using a
divergent form as described ξc = A/(W −Wc)γ . After L→
∞ scaling we obtain a threshold value W cξc ' 5 separating
delocalized regime (for W < W cξc ) from localized one. Since
the charge dynamics doesn’t saturate for t ≤ 200, see Fig. 1d,
while ξc increases with time, we conclude that for t→∞ one
gets W cξc & 5.
While the exponent γ ' 1 is consistent with other results
for spinless fermions (or equivalent spin model) [3, 18, 47,
48], it violates the so-called Harris-Chayes bound (HCB) γ >
2 [49, 50]. However, RG calculations predict a much larger
γ ≈ 3.5 [51, 52] consistent with the HCB. Violation of the
HCB may originate from absence of a unique length–scale
[48].
We next follow the hole dynamics via σ2(t). In Fig. 1(c)
we show short-time results for small values of W = 2 and 3.
We observe linear increase of σ2(t), consistent with the diffu-
sive spread of the initially localized hole. At large values of
W = 5, 7, and 10 as shown in Fig. 1(d), we observe a subd-
iffusive propagation of the hole, σ2(t) ∝ tα where the expo-
nent α < 1 decreases with increasing W . Eventually, for very
large disorder, α becomes so small that the latter dependence
is indistinguishable from the logarithmic increase of σ(t) that
is compatible with the proximity to the MBL state [53].
Next, we check whether some particular realizations of
disorder cause localization of the hole. We have thus fitted
σ2(t) ∝ tα independently for each realization of the disorder
and obtained the distribution of the exponents f(α). We took
special care to perform fits in the time domain free of finite-
size effects. In Fig. 2(a) we show the cumulative distribution
function,
F (α) =
∫ α
0
dα′f(α′), (4)
We find F (α→ 0) = 0 for W < 5 while F (α→ 0) = F0 >
0 for W = 7 and 10, which indicates localization.
We have also computed σ for the case when |ψ〉 in Eq. (2)
are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian taken from the middle of
the energy spectrum. In Fig. 2(b) we show 1/L scaling of
1/σ. We can clearly see the transition from delocalized states
where 1/σ(L → ∞) → 0 for W . 4.0 towards localized
ones with 1/σ(L → ∞) → 1/σ0 > 0 for W & 5.0. In the
inset we show scaling of extrapolated values σ0 with W to-
gether with a fit σ0 ∝ 1/(W −W cσ)γ , which allows one to lo-
cate the divergence of σ0 atW cσ ' 5. Another signature of the
MBL transition is observed in variance (with respect to differ-
ent realizations of disorder) of ∆σ/L, presented in Fig. 2(c)
that shows a peak around W ' 5. Exactly at the transition
we observe a linear scaling of ∆σ with L and, consequently,
∆σ(W )/L becomes narrower as the system size increases.
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Figure 2. a) F (α) for different values of W . The largest available
LFS Hilbert space with L = 29 was used in this case; b) 1/σ scaling
with the system size L. Insert: extrapolated values σ0 (circles) with
a fit (full line) on the functional form σ0 ∝ 1/(W − W cσ)γ with
W cσ ' 5 and γ ' 0.95 ; c) variance of σ for different system sizes
L. Calculations in (b) and (c) were performed from eigenstates from
the middle of the energy spectrum using complete Hilbert spaces.
The hole becomes localized at W c ' 5 even though it is
not directly subject to a random potential. We expect the lo-
calization of spin dynamics with increasing W in the thermo-
dynamic limit at the same value of W s ∼ 3.7 ± 0.5 as in the
undoped case [3, 54, 55], since a single hole can not influ-
ence the transition of an infinite chain. We test this idea by
computing the entanglement entropy S = −∑λ wλ logwλ
3where wλ are eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix of a
subsystem. Since we work with odd system sizes, we have
defined the reduced density matrix over a subsystem of length
La = (L + 1)/2. While the subsystem contains spin as well
as charge degrees of freedom, it is important to stress that
there are only La different states in the subsystem for the hole
in contrast there is exponentially more spin degrees of free-
dom. In the thermodynamic limit the entanglement entropy
thus measures predominantly the entropy of the spin sector.
The time evolution of the entanglement entropy shows a
slow growth for W & 5, i.e. S(t)/L ∼ log(t), as dis-
played in Fig. 3(a), which is consistent with the MBL state
[14, 17]. In contrast, for small W = 1 and 2, S/La on a
time scale τ ∼ 10 − 50 approach a constant slightly below
log(2), which represents infinite-T limit of an undoped spin-
one-half chain in a thermal state. Transition between delo-
calized to localized regime can be well captured as well by
following the size-dependence of the entanglement entropy
S/La, [3]. In Fig. 3(b) we show S/La vs. W of the half-
chain system obtained from eigenstates from the middle of
the energy spectrum for different system sizes. We observe
a crossover around W s ' 4 as the system crosses over from
the volume-law, characteristic for ergodic and delocalized sys-
tems, towards the area-law, that signals localization as the sub-
system size exceeds the localization length. In addition we
show in Fig. 3(c) the variance of the entanglement entropy
∆S/La that shows broad peak centered around W s ' 4.
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Figure 3. a) S/La for various values of W . Results were computed
using a complete basis on L = 13 sites chain. Time evolution started
from a Ne´el state with hole located in the middle of the chain. Thin
black line represents Anderson’s localized state for W = 7 and J =
0; b) S/La computed from eigenstates from the middle of the energy
band. The same holds for (c) and (d). Results are shown for various
chain lengths, L = 9, 11, 13, and 15; c) the variance of S and Sh
(symbols connected with dashed and full lines respectively) vs. W ;
d) hole entropy Sh for different system sizes L.
To gain additional insight into the localized phase we trace
out the spin degrees of freedom and obtain a reduced density
matrix for the charge carrier. Consequently, the resulting von
Neumann entropy, Sh, quantifies entanglement between the
spin and the charge degrees of freedom. Deep in the MBL
phase the charge and spin excitations are weakly entangled
(see Fig. 3(d) ). Note also that the variance ∆Sh peaks at
larger value of W than ∆S, see Fig. 3(c).
Our results support MBL at large values of W & 5 in the
charge as well as in the spin sector. While MBL in the spin
sector is mostly expected based on many previous works [3,
14, 54, 55], the same is not true for the charge sector. An
intuitive picture for the localization of the hole is obtained in
the extreme anisotropic limit of the exchange interaction, i.e.
in the limit when J = Jz and even at J = 0. Then, the
system evolves within a space spanned by the states, |ψi〉 =
|s1, s2, ..., si−1, 0i, si+1, sL〉 with a frozen sequence (but not
position) of L − 1 spins s1, ..., sL. As a result, the dynamics
maps onto a problem of a single particle in a random on-site
potential i where
i =
∑
j 6=i
hjsj + Jz
∑
j 6=i−1,i
sjsj+1 (5)
that is Anderson’s localized at W > 0. As an example we
present data for S/La(t) for J = 0 in Fig. 3(a) display-
ing rapid saturation, characteristic for Anderson’s localiza-
tion. The picture of frozen Ising–like spins is oversimplified
in the presence of many–body interactions. It doesn’t account
for slow (logarithmic in time) but non-negligible spin dynam-
ics visible in Fig. 3(a) for J 6= 0. Nevertheless, this results
brings us to the hypothesis that the localization of the hole
must be caused by the localization of spin degrees of free-
dom. We discuss this problem in more details at the end of
the manuscript as well as in the Supplemental Material [45].
Finite doping. The essential question is whether the ran-
domness in the spin sector may induce the full MBL also for
nonzero concentration of holes. It is very demanding to carry
out reliable finite–size scaling for arbitrary concentration of
carriers. A nontrivial but still numerically feasible case con-
cerns the system with equal numbers (L/3) of holes, spin–up
and spin–down electrons. Following Ref. [56] we investigate
the charge imbalance P . We study time evolution of initial
states such that every third lattice site (belonging to sublattice
A) is occupied by holes whereas electrons are randomly dis-
tributed on the other sites which form the sublattice B. Then,
P reads
P =
3
L
(
∑
i∈A
ρi − 1
2
∑
i∈B
ρi). (6)
The factor 1/2 is the ratio of the number of sites in both
sublattices. Initially all (L/3) holes occupy the sublattice
A, hence P (t = 0) = 1. Figure 4(b) shows P (t) where
time propagation has been carried out using full Hilbert space.
Charge localization means that the system retains information
on the initial distribution of holes for arbitrarily long times,
i.e., P (t → ∞) > 0. This is clearly observed in Fig. 4(a)
where at W & 10 even after finite size analysis, Ref. [45],
P (t) displays slow logarithmic decay, characteristic for MBL,
e.g. see Ref. [53]. In contrast, in the delocalized phase
4(W . 5) P (t → ∞) → 0 while it starts to substantially
deviate from 0 for W & 7, Fig. 4(b). In the latter figure we
show also results for smaller (more realistic) exchange inter-
action J = 0.4, when the charge localization is even more
evident.
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the charge imbalance P (t) of the t-J
model with L sites, L/3 holes and equal number of spin-up and spin-
down Fermions. Results after finite size analysis are shown in a); b)
results at fixed L = 15 and different values of W compared with
data for J = 0.4 and W = 10; c) schematics portraying diagonal
energies of the basis states on neighboring sites for the case of charge
and spin disorder.
It is interesting that charge disorder is insufficient to induce
full MBL[36], whereas random magnetic field can localize all
degrees of freedom. Most probably, this difference originates
from a specific structure of the Hilbert space which excludes
double occupancy. At each site, the space is spanned by only
three states |αi〉 with α = 0, ↑, ↓. The disorder in the charge–
and spin–sectors enter the Hamiltonian, respectively through
terms H ′c,s =
∑
i hi(| ↑i〉〈↑i | ± | ↓i〉〈↓i |), with random
hi. The basis states are eigenstates of H ′c,s, i.e., H
′
c,s|αi〉 =
Ec,s(α)|αi〉. However, for the charge disorder one finds de-
generate eigenvalues Ec(↑) = Ec(↓), whereas for spin dis-
order the spectrum Es(α) is nondegenerate (see Fig. 4(c)). In
the case of spin disorder, the change of energy due to arbitrary
rearrangement of spins or charges, |αiα′j〉〈α′iαj |with α 6= α′,
is of the order of W . Therefore, all degrees of freedom be-
come localized for sufficiently strong disorder. However due
to the degenerate spectrum obtained for charge disorder, the
change of energy due to spin–flip | ↑i↓j〉〈↓i↑j | + H.c. is
independent of W and magnetic excitations may remain delo-
calized.
In summary we have shown that a system with coupled
charge and spin degrees of freedom may undergo a complete
MBL transition due to disorder which couples only to the spin
sector. Here, the complete MBL is understood as a phase
where both charge and spin excitations are localized. Support
for this conclusion comes from numerical studies of the t-J
model in the low-doping regime and with random magnetic
field. We have carried out complementary studies of several
quantities which consistently show for J = 1 that the spin and
charge degrees of freedom become localized when the magni-
tude of random field exceeds W s ' 4 and W c ' 5, respec-
tively. While the main purpose of this work is just to show
existence of the complete MBL, we conclude that our results
may be consistent with two separate transitions (or crossovers)
at W s and W c > W s. The charge degrees are not localized
until the spin localization length is of the order of a single
lattice spacing. However, due to the proximity of both transi-
tions, this conjecture should be verified by additional numeri-
cal studies. While thorough numerical studies have been car-
ried out for vanishing concentration of holes, we have shown
that for sufficiently strong disorder full MBL arises also for
nonzero concentration of carriers.
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Supplemental Material
CALCULATION OF SPIN LOCALIZATION LENGTH ξs
In this section we show that for large enough W spin local-
ization length ξs is smaller that the charge localization length
ξc. To obtain an estimate of ξs we follow ideas by J. Hauschild
et al [33] where they computed melting of a domain-wall in
a spin-1/2 XXZ chain. In a similar fashion we prepare our
system in a state where the left part of the chain (j < 0) with
(La − 1)−sites has spins oriented up, the right-side (j > 0)
down, while the hole is placed in the middle at j = 0. We
time evolve the system up to t ∼ 200 and display results for
L = 13 using full Hilbert space in Fig. S5. We observe smear-
ing of the domain wall with an exponential decay of the spin
redistribution penetrating the respective domains. By fitting
of 〈Szj 〉 with the exponential form, as shown in Fig. S5(b), we
obtain ξs = 1.1, 0.96 and 0.71 for W = 5, 7 and 10 respec-
tively, see Fig. S5(b). Comparing these results with ξc, pre-
sented in Fig. 1(b) of the main text, we indeed obtain ξc > ξs.
FINITE-SIZE SCALING OF 1/3 HOLE-DOPED t-J MODEL
Finite size scaling was performed on three different system
sizes L = 9, 12, and 15 with identical hole doping nhole =
1/3. In all cases full Hilbert spaces and periodic boundary
conditions were used. In the case of finite doping, we have
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Figure S5. a) 〈Szj 〉(t = 200) for different values of W > W s.
Full lines represent guides to the eye while dashed horizontal lines
represent values of 〈Szj 〉(t = 0); b) exponential fits with a single
parameter ξs: < Szj >= −0.5(1 − exp(−j/ξs) for j ≥ 0. Results
were obtained on a L = 13 system with complete Hilbert space.
studied a slightly modified version of t-J model:
H = −t0
∑
i,σ
c˜†i,σ c˜i+1,σ + c.c.
+ J
∑
i
(SiSi+1 − nini+1/4) +
∑
i
hiS
z
i . (S7)
In the case of a single hole the term containing products of
particle number operators nini+1 represent only a constant
shift of the energy.
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Figure S6. Charge imbalance P (as defined in Eq. (6) of the main
text) vs. t of the t-J model with L/3 holes, equal number of spin-
up and spin-down fermions at different values of random field, a)
W = 10 and 14 and b) W = 4. Different sizes L are indicated in
legends where in addition FSS indicates results where 1/L scaling
was used separately for each point in time. Results in the case of
W = 14 are essentially independent on the system size. Parameters
of the system are t = J = 1. For time propagation a time step
∆t = 0.02 was used. Note also different vertical scales in a) and b).
LIMITED FUNCTIONAL HILBERT SPACE FOR THE t–J
MODEL
Approach, described in this section is only used for the
case of time propagation of a system with a single hole. Re-
sults, obtained using this approximate method are presented in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(a) of the main text. All other figures contain
results obtained using complete Hilbert spaces. We first define
generators of the Limited Functional Hilbert Space (LFS) that
are simply off-diagonal parts of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) of
the main text,
O1 =
∑
i,σ
c†i+1σciσ +H.c.
O2 =
∑
i
S+i+1S
−
i + S
−
i+1S
+
i . (S8)
The generating algorithm starts from a hole at a given posi-
tion, e.g. i = 0 in a Ne´el state of spins, |ψ(0)〉 = c0σ|Neel〉.
We then apply the generator of basis L-times to generate the
LFS: {
|ψ(l)〉
}
=
(
O1 + O˜2
)l
|ψ(0)〉, (S9)
for l = 0, ..., L. The operator O˜2 acts only on pairs of spins
that due to hole motion deviate from the original Ne´el state. L
essentially represents the largest distance that the hole travels
from its original position. In the case of LFS we impose open
boundary conditions. After completing generation of LFS we
time evolve the wave function using the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1)
of the main text while taking the advantage of the standard
Lanczos-based diagonalization technique. Sizes of LFS span
from Nst ∼ 104 for L = 21 up to 6× 104 for the largest L =
29 used in our calculations. To achieve sufficient accuracy of
time propagation, we have used time-step-size ranging from
∆t = 0.1 down to 0.02 and performed up to 4×104 time steps.
In addition we have sampled over 103 different realizations of
the random fields hi.
The main advantage of LFS over the exact diagonalization
approach is to significantly reduce the Hilbert space. The gen-
eration of spin excitations is obtained by the hole motion. The
extent of spin excitations away from the hole position is of
the order of L/2 and it exceeds the spin localization length ξs
in the regime where W & 5 by one order of magnitude see
also Fig. S5. Results for different quantities computed using
different L are presented in Figs. 1 (b) and (c) in the main
text. The method has been successful in computing static and
dynamic properties [43] as well as non-equilibrium dynamics
[41, 42, 44] of correlated electron systems.
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